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Bob Hope headlines 
Parents Day slate 
By CYNDi OWENS The JSU-Delta State game 
Editor in Chief kicks off at 2 p.m. 
Oct. 7 is shaping UP to be a "We are going to showcase the 
busy day in the city of Jack- University to parents and the 
sonville. community," said Sherry1 Byrd, 
In fact, that entire weekend is director of student activities. 
chock-full of shows, gatherings "This is a chance for parents to 
events, games and r ~ ~ u c h  more. come down and spend the day or 
What's so special about that the weekend with their son or 
weekend? daughter. " 
It's Gem of the Hills Weekend. Parents of every student cur- 
And Freedom Appreciation rently enrolled at JSU will re- 
Day. ceive a brochure in the fall 
And Visitation Day. inviting them to Parents Day. 
There will be a baseball tour- ~t a Parents Day committee 
nament that weekend, a 5-K run meeting, JSU president Harold 
Saturday morning and Saturday McGee said the philosophy be- 
afternoon JSU takes on Delta hind Parents Day was to show 
Gina West and Jerry Smith look on at last year's High School Day 
State in a Gulf South Conference that "marketing is not a four- 
game. letter word. It  is very important 
And it's Parents Day. for the University to market 
As part of its continuing plan itself." Visitation Day brings prospects 
of recruitment and retention, 
JSU has planned an entire slate McGee said this marketing 
of events so that parents will includes letting people know the 
have an opportunity to get in- good things about JSU, em- 
for on-campus recruiting drive 
volved in campus life. phasizing things like values and By CYNDI OWENS still being made for the day's a.m. on the stage," said 
To top off this smorgasbord of the friendliness that has always Editor in Chief activities. However, Cheatham Cheatham. "Marriott (Food Ser- 
activity, JSU will present Bob been here. said local merchants have al- vices) will have a refreshment 
Hope "in concert" at 8 p.m. in A, important aspect of this On Oct. 7 ,  JSU host area ready offered their support. table." 
Pete Mathews Coliseum. emphasis includes helping pa- high and junior "Several of the different eating The Information Center will 
Yes, Bob Hope. Yes, THE Bob rents feel involved in the college transfer students in the first- establishments in town are also be giving tours of campus 
Hope. process. "We need the parents ever Visitation Day. Sort of. donating coupons,~ she said, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Tours will 
Saturday's events will start off to help the students stay in this be the The events of the day are depart either from the front of 
with a 5-K run sponsored by the school," said McGee. "If they first 
it is the scheduled between 10 a.m. and Stephenson Hall or the front of 
Department of Health, Physical are happy with what you (as a third event of its kind. noon. "We will have Stephenson ~ o n t ~ d m e r ~  Building. 
Education and Recreation. The university) are doing,. ,they're "kitation was Hall, and Montgomery Building Cheatham said high school stu- 
run begins at 8:30 a.m. and is going to, support you.n as  High School Day. is scheduled for backup," said dents would be notified of the 
followed at 9 a.m. by a tour of After a full day of activity, Teresa Cheatham, coordinator Cheatham. "There will be tables day's events through their gui- 
h i s  t 0 r i c h o m e s  . " T h e  there will be one more event in recruiting! said JSU 'ponsors from the different departments dance counselors '  offices. 
Magnolias" and Roebuck I-Iouse the evening: the appearance of this event "to make people set up.w "We're going to write them a 
(the Alumni 'House), two Civil B O ~  Hope. aware Of Our campus and we Several departments have al- letter," she said. "The letter 
War-era homes adjacent to cam- Tickets for show go on have to offer." ready requested space, and or- will go into the high schools the 
pus, will be open for tours. sale Aug. 15. Prices will be $15 the focus is On high ganizations like the Panhellenic first of September." 
Most of the rest of the ac- for reserved seating on the col- and junior College Council will also be represented. Cheatham will also begin $sit- 
tivities will be located on the iseum+s lower level and $10 gen- transfer students, they "Information will be on the ing the high schools on recruit- 
Quad. Scabbard and Blade will era1 admission for the upper be the students invited tables," she said. "They (the ing trips in the fall. Junior col- 
have a rope bridge demonstra- level. Students can purchase ad- participate. is Only for departments) will have a display lege students should check their 
tion at 11 a.m., the Jazz En- vance tickets for $8 until Sept. prospective students but for of some sort. There will be college newspapers for ad- 
semble will perform a t  11130 22. These tickets are upper-level students On people manning the tables, like vertisements about the events. 
a.m., there will be a chemistry general admission tickets for Cheatham said. "This is kind of at a college fair.- Students who need more in- 
magic show at noon and the &dents only, and a valid ID like a showcase." The day will not be strictly formation about Visitation Day 
Southerners and the Ballerinas must be presented to purchase Because Visitation Day is still business, however. "The Show c a n c a 1 1 2 3 1 - 5 2 6 0 o r 
will perform a t  12:3@ p.m. them. . several months away, plansare Choir is .going to, perfom at. 11 1-800-231-5291, ext. 5260. . 
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President McGee welcomes new students to campus 
Dear Students and Parents: 
We are  pleased to welcome 
our entering students and their 
parents to the University's 1989 
Orientation Program. I believe 
it is important that we convey as  
briefly and concisely a s  possible 
the University's essential char- 
acteristics and purpose. 
Our emphasis on friendship is 
an important aspect of our 
heritage. We believe strongly in 
its perpetuation and will do eve- 
rything possible to involve you in 
its practice. 
The University's mission is to 
provide a higher education op- 
portunity of value and quality to 
the citizens of Northeastern Ala- 
bama. We have historically ex- 
tended this service to the 
western counties adjacent to the 
campus. Our priorities a re  in 
order: instruction, public ser- 
vice and research. In pursuit of 
the latter we a re  deliberately 
student-centered and focus sig- 
nificant attention on the quality 
of student life. 
The orientation activities a re  
designed to provide you with an 
overview of the academic pro- 
gram, campus life and our sev- 
eral services and resources In 
some ways it is like a guidebook. 
We seek to identify the individ- 
uals and resources that a re  read- 
ily available to you as  a student, 
and to encourage you to make 
full use of each. 
A university is a community. 
It is the student newspaper, the 
campus radio station, athletic 
events, concerts, the library, 
clubs and organizations, new 
ROTC plans for Freedom Appreciation Day 
By CYNDI OWENS paused to appreciate America tc Murphy. 
Editor in Chief do just that on Oct. 7. It is also a recruiting tool, and 
"The main purpose is to show several recruiters from the An- 
With the events in China in the students and the general niston area will be on hand to 
recent months, Americans have public what Reserve Officers' talk to students about scholar- 
had a chance to witness the birth Training Corps is." said Maj. ships and other benefits of mili- 
and struggle for life of a , de- Patricia Murphy, assistant pro- tary service. "We want people to 
mOcracy fessor of military science. ''We see what the Army does and to 
many Americans have also also want to show how the total see some of the equipment it 
stopped for a minute to reflect Army works together to secure uses," said Murphy. 
upon their own attitudes toward freedom," She said it was also a nice 
freedom and democracy and the Members of the Army. .Army complement to Freedom Ap- 
myriad other benefits we enjoy Reserve and Army Sational preciation Day for Bob Hope to 
a s  citizens of the United States. Guard will be on hand to demun- appear on campus the same day. 
Organizers of this year's Free- strate tanks, helicopters. weap- Hope's work with the US0 and 
dam Appreciation Day hope to ons and procedures. "It's a mini American forces stationed over- 
encourage those who have not Armed Forces  Da? " said seas is well-known. 
Again, we welcome you. I en- 
courage you to utilize this brief 
orientation session to learn 
about all the University offers to 
ensure the successful comple- 
friends, residence hall life, tion of your collegiate career. 
homecoming, studying and a Best wishes for a most SUC- 
wide range of learning and so- cessful Year. 
cia1 activities which will con- 
tribute to your academic and J. McGee 
personal development. University President 
If you are new to JSU, or 
even ifyou aren't, stop by 
and visit our shop.We 
have just about any gift 
you need - flowers, stuffed 
animals, balloons and 
candy! 
Hutch TOO! 
#3 College Center - 435-2230 I 
Take Off 
with 
Alpha Omicron Pi! 
A011 is Launching 
a New Chapter in the Fall 
at Jacksonville State University 
You are Invited 
to Participate 
in the Lift-Off Activities 
b 
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Driving to class can be experience 
By GINA WEST 
Orientation Staff Writer 
As I tear through the front 
doors of Sparkman Hall, I notice 
the time is 9:40 a.m. Great! 
That means I can get to my 10 
a.m. class a few minutes early 
and review for the first econom- 
ics test of the semester. 
While I wander aimlessly 
around the parking lot trying to 
remember where I parked the 
night before, I notice a guy from 
my class walking toward Merrill 
Building. He's out of earshot or I 
would offer him a ride. 
After locating my car and 
cranking the engine, I notice the 
gas tank is a little low. Oh, well. 
There's enough to get to class 
and back. I go onto the highway 
and up to the traffic light, where 
I have to wait to make a left- 
hand turn behind six cars and a 
Mack truck. Time check -- 9:47 
a.m. Seven minutes already! 
The guy from my class walks 
across the crosswalk at the 
same intersection as I sit there. 
Finally I make the turn, only 
to be delayed at the big 
crosswalk in front of Brewer 
Hall. As people continue to walk 
across, I look for signs as to 
when the flow might subside. 
Where are all these people com- 
ing from? As I continue scan the 
crowd of students, who do I see 
but the guy from my class! 
At last a break in the train of 
students allows me to dart 
through the crosswalk to make 
the right turn into Merrill Build- 
ing parking lot. Time check -- 
9:54 a.m. So much for a little 
last-minute cramming. 
Now to find a parking space. 
What luck! There's an open 
spot now. If I can just beat these 
other people. Immediately four 
other cars rush to the space like 
sharks going in for the kill. I 
misk-d that one, but if I'm alert 
maybe I'll get the next one that's 
available -- assuming there will 
be a next one. 
I cringe while cruising by rows 
of empty blue faculty spaces. 
There must be one red parking 
space for every five students and 
two blue parking spaces for each 
faculty member. Why are there 
so many blue spaces? I respect 
almost all of my teachers, so I 
agree with whoever decided to 
paint the blue spaces closer to 
the buildings than the red ones. 
But why are there so many? 
What is that strange sputter- 
ing noise my car is making. Uh- 
oh! Could I be running out of 
gas?! It is entirely possible, 
since this has to be the 10th time 
I have driven through the park- 
ing lot. 
I hate being late on test days. 
Since I'm practically out of gas 
and there seems to be no hope of 
obtaining a legal parking space, 
I pull into a nearby faculty park- 
ing space. I'll worry about get- 
ting more gas later. As I rum- 
mage through the dashboard in 
search of some type of writing 
device, several old tickets fall to 
the floorboard. I get a sudden 
brainstorm and put one of the 
tickets under my windshield 
wiper so that any police officer 
that passes (and one will) will 
think he has already ticketed me 
for the offense. 
As I race through the halls and 
up the stairs to class (time 
check -- 10:06 a.m.) I decide that 
tomorrow I will walk to class. 
After all, it is people like me 
who live on campus and insist on 
driving to class who are causing 
the traffic and parking prob- 
lems, right? So tomorrow I will 
walk to class. 
But what if it's too hot, or too 
cold, or too wet, or I'm wearing 
my new shoes, or I have a 
speech and don't want to get all 
messed up, or my books are too 
heavy, or ... 
Mason details services 
I would like to take this op- 
portunity to welcome all new I. Harlan Mason 
JSU students. Congratulations 
on choosing this outstanding uni- 
SGA President 
versity. 
I am currently serving as  Stu- 
dent Government Association between students and companies 
president, and I, along with the offering services on campus, 
other officers and senators, en- such as Herff Jones, a class ring 
courage you to get involved and company, and refrigerator ren- 
be active in extracurricular ac- tal companies. 
tivities. There are many diverse This fall we hope to bring an 
organizations that would ap- AmSouth William Teller ma- 
preciate your support. The SGA chine to campus. We will also 
would be glad to put you in introduce the First Alabama 
contact with these groups. Bank Gamecock Mastercard for 
As a student, you are a mem- students. 
ber of the SGA. The SGA intends We hope you will take advan- 
to meet your needs to the best of tage of these new services as 
its ability. We sponsor many well as  the many other services 
events for the student body, and exciting events that we pro- 
These include concerts, weekly vide for you. We encourage you 
movies, speakers ,  comedy to come by our offices on the 
clubs, J-Day, Spring Whoopee, fourth floor of Montgomery 
elections, pageants and spirit Building and to attend the SGA 
competitions. meetings at 6 p.m. every Mon- 
The SGA also provides vital day in Montgomery Auditorium. 
student services. These include Congratulations again on 
blood drives, an ICC calendar, choosing the home of the fight- 
computerized book exchange ing Gamecocks. 
and residence hall washing ma- L. Harlan Mason 
chines. It also serves as a liason SGA President 
I Attendance policy important I Campus media organizations 
for freshmen to follow 
By VERONICA CROSS only three unexcused absences. 
Orientation Staff Writer A student who exceeds these 
The buzz of the alarm clock is allowable limits will receive an 
a dreaded sound to most college automatic NC ("no credit" or 
students. an F. 
That buzz is a simple reminder Another exception comes 
that it is time to get up, get when a professor sets his own 
moving and get to class. But attendance regulations. "They 
sometimes the temptation to can set guidelines that are more 
"take a day" is just too great to stringent than the policy," said 
resist. William Meehan, associate vice 
Too many days like this can president for academic affairs. 
add up and cause problems, Tom Nicholson, professor of 
though. Most upperclassmen criminal justice, said he makes 
will tell freshmen it is just not use of this privilege. "I do have 
worth it. a more stringent policy than is 
prescribed by the University," 
JSU's attendance policy is he said. He said this includes 
similar to that of most high "charging" students who are 
schools. A student is responsible late to class with half an 
for attendance in all classes he absence. 
registers for. If the student does Most professors will establish 
not attend at least 75 percent of their attendance policy on the 
class meetings for each course, first day of class. 
he will not receive credit for the There are several good rea- 
course, regardless of the rea- sons for the policy. Students 
sons for the absences. should make every effort to at- 
In most Monday-Wednesday- tend all class meetings, and 
Friday courses, a student is al- should save cuts in case of emer- 
lowed 10 "cuts" or absences, gencies like illness or a death in 
and Tuesday-Thursday classes the family. A good attendance 
usually allow seven cuts. record usually means higher 
There are exceptions to this, grades. And skipping class 
search for volunteer staff 
By CYNDI OWENS thing to do is come talk to me," environment. Both publications 
Editor in Chief he said. "We started last year have moved into new office 
Do YOU have a secret -- or not- implementing a training pro- space in Self Hall, and new 
so-secret -- desire to see your gram," equipment is arriving period- 
name in print? Would you like to He said training includes ically. "If you're a photographer 
sit in front of a control panel learning how to segue record, from the Mimosa or The Chan- 
playing music, reading news and start working with cards and ticleer you will have access to a 
talking to an audience you know reels and polishing announcing brand new darkroom," said 
is there but can never see? skills. He said the length of Hemlinger. 
If these things sound appeal- training depends on the person. Most positions available now 
ing, campus media is for you. <(Some people just pick it up," are for volunteers, but many 
JSU offers three opportunities he said. ''Time varies by skill." staff members find they do not 
to get involved in media as an Tucker also sounded a lament have to wait too long for paid 
extracurricular activity. These familiar to those already in- positions to come open. Paid 
include working at WLJS, JSU's valved in media: lack of per- staff members are selected in 
3,000-watt FM radio station, sonnel. "We need more people to the spring, but for various rea- 
working for the Mimosa, "the cover local stuff.H sons jobs come open all during 
JSU book of memories," or Coverage of local events is the school year. "Our 1991 book 
working for The Chanticleer. what working for the Mimosa will have several paid positions 
"You don't have to be a com- and The Chanticleer is all about. opening up," he said. 
munication major to work a t  "You're going to get a chance to Like the radio station, editors 
925,'' said Station Manager do things on these two publica- of the two publications often find 
Tracey Tucker. This holds true tions that you're probably never themselves with more stories to 
for the other two media, also. going to get to do again," said TJ cover than people to cover them. 
"The biggest reason to work ir Hemlinger, adviser to both pub- But reporters are not the only 
non-commercial radio is ex lication. people needed. "There's room 
perience," said Tucker. "Com- These things include traveling, for people with a lot of different 
merical radio stations ask writing editorials and copy and talents," said Hemlinger. 
"Where have Y O U  worked meeting interesting people For more information about 
before?' This is a place to get "both inside and outside the of- working with 925, contact 
experience." fice." Tucker at the station in Self Hall 
Tucker said no prior knowl- Another big benefit of working or call 231-5571. Call 231-5240 for 
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Mariott brings pizza, parties, physical fitness 
to Hopper Dining Hall and to 'The Roost' 
By DARRYL GRAHAM ..We hope to do some of our rlott also offers catering ser- and marketing birthday cakes, tween breakfast-1unck and 
Campus Life Editor own promotional ideas such as  vices "We a re  hoping to pro- specla1 holiday cakes, and care lunchdinner Weekend 
Pizza, pa r t~es  and physical f ~ t -  Monday night football and may- mote our catering services to packages," he said "We hope to will be limited with a buffet 
ness -- Marriott is golng to do lt be a pre-game party." Dlnlng the student groups which we do a rna~ling to the parents Once brunch On Suhdays The Roost 
Yes, fall IS approaching and Services Director Pete Radeka p a l l y  haven't done In the past," We have everyone signed Up On be Open at a and 'lose 
freshmen are  arrlvlng No more s a ~ d  He plaps to have a couple Radeka said "We want to pro- the meal plan " a t  6 p m. ,  Monday through 
shall they enjoy the luxury of a of evenlng programs In The vide catering servlces to them. Thursday, and will close a t  4 
dally, home-cooked meal Mar- Roost each week maybe a t  a discounted price If Jack Hopper D~ning Hall will p.m on Fridays Meal plans can 
rlott offers an alternative Radeka also s a ~ d  the dlnlng possible We also are  planning to Open a t  6 45 a m and close a t  be purchased a t  the Marriott 
Between The Roost and Jack hall wlll be trylng a new food provide a service to parents and 6 30 P m Monday through Frl- office located lnslde Jack HOP- 
Hopper Dlnlng Hall Marr~ott  program -- "Wellness and You ' 
serves varlous types of meals to It IS an ongolng program at  the 
satlsfy any college student's ap- dlnlng hall and wlll run through- 
petlte T h ~ s  may ~nclude a selec- out the year "It's a program 
t~on  of hot and cold sandw~ches, des~gned to provlde a healthy 
fresh salads, hot dogs, ham- food alternatlve a t  every lunch 
burgers, yogurt and more and d~nner." he sald "In addl- 
The dlnlng hall, whlch un- tlon, ~t will be a source of nutri- 
derwent major renovation last tlonal lnformat~on and health 
year, offers a varlety of meal tlps We want to prov~de some 
plaw This Includes thelr "Un- healthier, low-calor~e entrees 
lim~ted Seconds" program and Anyone who wants to learn about 
an assortment of speclal theme proper d ~ e t .  health and exerclse 
d~nners will have the opportunity to do 
The R O O S ~  located ~n Mont- SO - 
gomery Bulldlng, serves a large Big plans a re  In store for The 
select~on of sandw~ches, fries, Roost, too "We also want to 
and salads ~t also serves provlde a carry-out meal pack- 
as a hangout to catch a favorite age wlth The Roost." Radeka 
soap opera vla its b~g-screen s a ~ d  "We have a lot ot faculty. 
stereo televtslon staff and students who have an 
One of Marr~ot t ' s  maln goals Interest in possibly taking food 
IS to contlnue w ~ t h  speclal pro- home w ~ t h  them 
grams In the dlning hall a s  well "In The Roost. we also have a 
as begln some evenlng programs fresh-dough plzza product that 
In The Roost Last year. ~t got we wlll be lntroduclng," he s a ~ d  
~nvolved w ~ t h  Comedy Club and "We feel really good about ~t 11 
hopes to do more programming has been served a t  other unlver- 
wlth student government and s ~ t ~ e s  and sells real well " 
student actlv~tles thls fall Besldes the food servlce. Mar- 
~ + , : ~ < c ~ ~ > C ~ o ~ ~ < ~ ~ < q , " . ~ ~ < l < ~  <x#.Y*j>Q' 6 r o > r  -? )\-=&tro'>v' r a > r  3q~0'4>3\ do ' 
4 
:r Welcome To Jacksonville 4 
.".a 0:' s"\ And 4 L 8 
o : ~  >f s* - : a  
d L 
2 Come In Soon And Browse .... 8 
*HflLLMflRK Cards 8 Partyware 5' \$ 
+ *Precious Moments Figurines 6 DOIIS 5 26' *Bridal Registry J 6 L 
5' *Baskets 
? *Plush flnimals <c -:a 
*Country Furinture 
d L + 
0 *Stationary - Boxed Or By The Pound 
4J, 
*Balloons - We Deliver t' 
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students We will be advertlslng day, with half-hour breaks be- Per Dining Hall 
~f the 1989 
JACKSONVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY SUMMER THEATRE 
It's back - and better than ever in the new, gracious setting of 
the Leone Cole Auditorium. Two New Shows - the musical 
The Fantasticks and the comedy Any Wednesday PIUS Just for 










CALL US FOR A RESERVATIONS FORM, 
OR TO CHARGE YOUR TICKETS BY PHONE: 
231 -5648 
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Registration process can be managed with planning 
By MATT BROOKS a Gadsden native studying crim- receives an advisement sheet in Finally, make sure confirma- dents who drop failing will find 
Features Editor inal just ice,  agrees  with his mailbox. This is a computer tion fees arc paid when they are t he  no t a t i on  " W F" for  
For some students, it can be Moorer's strategy. "I don't wait printout containing vital in- due. If not, unconfirmed stu- "withdrew failing" on their 
the most difficult part of the until the last day," he said. "I formation such a s  current dents are dropped from the com- transcripts. "These (withdrew 
semester. For others, it's 110th- register as  soon, as possible classes, previous 'classes, ma- puter and have to start all over failing notations) are treated 
ing n~ore than Just another day. before the classes get full." jor, minor, grade-point average, again. just like Fs, and they are calcu- 
But for most students, regis- Sometimes registering early ACT scores, and so on. Advisers After registration, students lated into GPAs that way," said 
tering for classes can be a frm- can be the key to obtaining de- use these sheets to help students often themselves with another Robert Kribel, vice president for 
trating experience. sired classes, but full classes decide on classes for the coming problem: they need to drop a academic affairs. 
Long lines, full classes, and always present a problem: a semester. class for which they are en- Though registration has its 
broken and incomplete d w d -  broken or incomplete schedule. As soon as these items are rolled. There are a number of problems, most students are 
ules often rear their ugly headsc "I look through the catalog and received, an appointment with reasons for dropping a class, happy with the current system. 
at one time or another in every make my schedule out according the assigned advisor (whose including low grades and finding "It's about as efficient as you 
student's career. Freshmen will to what I need," Moorer said. name is in the upper righthand oneself in too deep. can get," Rowe said. 
face a particular set of problems "Then, I let my adviser look it corner of the advisement sheet) Freshmen should be aware "I would like to see a totally 
with registration for spring over to make sure I'm not miss- should be made. A trial schedule that there are constraints on computerized system," Moorer 
semester. ing or duplicating any credits." must be signed by the adviser dropping classes. Drops must be said, "where students could op- 
Registration for their first fall Rowe goes about scheduling before the student can register. done before a certain date erate it themselves." He agreed 
S?mester is taken care of during his classes differently. "I try not By consulting the front of the (check the schedule). After this with Rowe, however. "This is 
Orientation, so someone is to sign up for more that 12 schedule book, a student can date, the instructor will have to not bad," he said. "If you think 
always handy to ask for help. hours," he said. "That way 1 can determine when he may reg- sign the statement and signify this is bad, you should try regis- 
But when spring registration see what llrn getting into," ister. Registration is conducted that the student is passing. Stu- tering at Auburn." 
rolls around, some freshmen Since freshmen face a totally on the basis of hours earned (not 
may feel completely lost. They novel experience during their including the hours taken in the 
will have new advisers. and first registration, it is important current semester), SO those with Mimosa pictures set for fall 
A most will go to different regis- to be aware of the entire proc- the least hours register last. 
tration centers. However, as in ess, Registration centers are de- Individual pictures for the 1990 
most other situations. there is a During the middle of one termined by the college of the Mimosa will be taken in the fall 
right way to go about things and semester, schedule books and student's major. It is a good idea in the lobby by the University 
a wrong way. blank trial schedules will be to arrive at the registration cen- bookstore in Montgomery Build- 
For 24-year-old Alan Moorer, issued for the coming semester. ter early, and alloy about two ing. 
a &dsden man majoring in These are placed in campus hours in case there are long Faculty, staff and adminis- 
marketing. registration has be- mailboxes, or they may be lines. Try not to get frustrated. tration pictures will be taken 
come old hat. "I try to get picked up at the mail center or and if that is not possible, try not from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Aug. 28. 
registration out of the way as in the Office of Admissions and to take that frustration out on 
University personnel may also 
soon as possible." he said. "Usu- Records, the computer operators. If there have their pictures taken any 
ally the lines are shorter." Along with schedules and trial were any way they could sim- time the photographer is taking 
Twenty-year-old Peter Rowe, schedule forms, each student ~ l i f v  this ~rocess.  thev would. student pictures. 
Individual student pictures 
will be taken from 9 a.m. to 4 
p.m. Sept. 19, 20 and 21 and from 
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Sept. 22 outside 
the bookstore. 
Makeup pictures and retakes 
will be from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Oct. 
18 and 19. 
No pictures will be taken this 
summer, and there will be no 
additional makeup dates. 
S el. Go! 
We've got the cool summer tastes you can take anywhere. 
Burgers get cold and greasy whenou're on the go. But a 
Subwav sub or salad is made to move. 'Cause we make it 
fresh, jist for you. Get yours to go. At Subway. 




when you buy a 
footlong sub and 
a 32 oz. soda. 
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JACKSONVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY 
Student Government Association 
I Gladly Welcomes All New Students 
SPONSORED EVENTS 
.Weekly Movies 
.Comedy Club With 
Nationally Known Comics 
.Homecoming Events 
.Concerts 







.Campus Events Calender 
.Computerized Textbook Exchange 
.USA Discount Card 
.Coming Soon A William 
Teller A.T.M. Campus Location 
And Much More!! 
"All JSU Students Are Members Of The S, G. A. The S, G. A. Intends To Meet The Needs 
Of The Students To The Best Of O ~ j r  Ability " 
1. HARLAN MASON . 
S. G. A. Presiukn t E 
Get Involved, Good Luck, And Again Welcome 
CONGRATULATIONS 1989 - 1990 S.G.A. SENATORS & OFFICERS 
SENATORS 









C. Scott Bowen 
Nolan Breazeale 
Rachel Brothers 
- Clinton Daryl Gilder 
Mike Goode 
Darryl Layne Graham 
Brooke Graydon 
Theresa Diane Green 
Jeff Groves 
Craig Ward Hess 
Lisa R. Hutto 









Stephen Howell Stricklin 
Bylor Studdard 
Lawanda Swinford 
Cordelia Lynn Thomas 
Phillip Tucker 




Chris Cothran Karl Murray 
Tracy Renea Cook Kim Durrell Northington 
OFFICERS 
Ed Crook Dee Anne Phillips Vice President - Arlene Jenkins 
Carlos D. Dailey Lana C. Pritchett Treasurer 
Doug Ford 
- Stephanie Mathews 
Sonja Roegner Business 
Cherryl Ann Galigher 
- Mike Goode 
David Shumway Executive Assistant - Diane Marshal 
Greek svst 
in' campus 
By SHERRYL A. BYRD 
Director of Student Activities 
Greek organizations play an 
important role in the campus 
life of JSU. 
With approximately 800 mem- 
bers, the greek system is the 
largest student group at JSU. 
Through the Panhellenic and In- 
t e r f r a t e r n i t y  C o u n c i l s ,  
fraternities and sororities em- 
phasize the development of well- 
rounded individuals. 
Joining the greek system at 
JSU is beneficial in many ways. 
Members receive benefits such 
as : 
*A scholarship program that 
can help students achieve their 
academic potential through 
planned study hall programs, 
tutoring and the support of other 
members. 
*An intramural program that 
allows students to participate in 
a wide variety of sports and 
develop unity through healthy 
competition. 
*A community service pro- 
gram that lets students develop 
a sense of responsibility for 
those less fortunate. Thousands 
of dollars are raised each year 
for local and national philan- 
thropies. 
I Jacksonville Book Store, Inc "~ptown On The Squarew Extends A Friendly Welcome To Students, 
:em vital 
activities 
*A social program that pro- 
vides the opportunity to meet 
many new people in addition ko 
developing social skills and self- 
confidence. 
O A  away from home 
even for those who live nearby. 
Fraternity houses and sorority 
chapter rooms provide a place to 
meet, study, watch television 
and just relax. 
*An opportunity for leadership 
development in the individual 
chapter as  well as in other Cam- 
pus organizations. 
The most important benefit is 
friends. Greek members share a 
special type of friendship Broth- 
erhood or sisterhood, while 
being the most difficult to de- 
scribe, is the mbst cherished 
aspect of membership. Greeks 
also Share a common bond that 
extends beyond their individual 
fraternity or sorority. 
The greek system has a great 
deal to offer, but individuals also 
have much to offer it. Partici- 
pation in rush is a great way to 
meet new people, and there is no 
obligation to join. By going 
through rush, one can decide if 
membeAhip in the greek system 
is the riaht s t e ~ .  
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SORORITIES 
AKA ZETA PHI BETA Founded: January 16, 1920 KAY KAPPA ALPHA PSI Founded: January 5,191 1 ALPH* KAPPA ALPHA , Location: Howard University, Location: Indiana University, 
Founded: January 16,1908 Washington, D. C. 
Location: Howard University, col6rs: Royal Blue & White Bloomington, IN 
Colors: Crimson & C- 
W ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m  & Green 
ZETA TA TAU ALPHA 
Founded: October 15,1898 
ALPHA OMICRON PI 
KC 
KAPPA SIGMA 
Location: Longwood College, Farmville, Founded: December 1869 (to be colonized In September) VA Founded: ~anuary 2,1897 Location: University of Virginia. 
Colors: Turquoise Blue & Steel Gray Charloaesville, VA Location: I%amard College, New Yo* 
city, NY FRA TERNITIES Colors: Scarlet, White & Green 
Color: Cardinal 
H A'E A ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI BETA SIGMA 
ALPHA XI DELTA Founded: December 4,1906 Founded: January 9,1914 
pounded: April 17, 1893 L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :  university, lthaca, NY Location: Howard University, 
Location: Lombard College, Galesburg, Colors: Black & Gold Washington, D. C. 
IL 
ATQ 
Colors: Blue & White 
Colors: Light/Dark Blue & Gold 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA 
Founded: September 1 1,1865 PI KAPPA PHI DELTA SIGMA THETA Founded: December 10,1904 
~ ~ ~ d e d :  J~~~~~ 13, 1913 Richmond' (by Location: College of Charleston. V.M.I. cadets) 
Location: Howard University, c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :  Sky Bbe Old Gold Charleston, SC 
W:2"@:&:" cmm Colors: Gold, White & Blue 
A z  AX DELTA CHI 
Founded: October 13,1890 
ncx 
PI SIGMA CHI 
DELTA ZETA Location: Comell University, Ithaca, NY (local of Sigma Chi) Founded: October 24,1902 Colors: Red & Buff Founded: June 28,1855 
Loca"On: Miami University, Oxford, OH Location, Miami University, Oxford OH 
Colors: Old Rose & Vieux Green 
KA 
Colors: Blue & Old Gold 
KAPPA ALPHA CN SIGMA Nu 
PHI MU Founded: December 21,1865 Founded: January 1,1869 
Founded: March 4, 1852 Location: Washington and Lee Location: Virginia Military Institute, 
Location: Wesleyan College, Macon, GA University, Lexington, VA Lexingtcn, VA 
Colors: Rose &White Colors: Crimson & Old Gold Colors: Black. White & Gold 
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Gamecock hostesses 
play an essential part 
in football program 
By VICTORIA SCHULTZ 
Orientation Staff Writer 
The Gamecock Hostesses are  
an essential part of the football 
athletic program. The main 
focus of being a hostess is re- 
cruiting high school football 
players to play at  JSU. 
In the fall, the hostesses sup- 
port the football team by making 
posters and banners for the 
players. They also decorate the 
locker rooms with things they 
make to show their support 
Recruits are  invited by the 
coaches to come to the home 
games. The hostesses greet the 
recruits at  the fieldhouse and 
give them a tour of campus. 
In the spring, top prospects 
are invited back for a couple of 
days to get a more extensive 
tour of campus. They also meet 
with head football coach Bill 
Burgess and other members of 
the coaching staff. 
During these days, recruits 
stay in the residence hall. It is 
the responsibility of the hos- 
tesses to take the recruits to 
their meetings. The hostesses 
also eat  meals with the recruits. 
other JSU football players and 
staff. 
Hostesses a r e  somet imes  
called upon to assist with admin- 
istrative personnel in certain 
functions within the University 
and the community. An example 
of this would be a legislative 
reception a t  the Capitol in Mont- 
gomery. 
To become a hostess, appli- 
cants must go through an in- 
terview process. Interviews a re  
conducted in December and 
April. In the interview. ques- 
tions deal with the applicant's 
knowledge of campus and the 
resources that a re  available 
through the University. A thor- 
ough knowledge of campus and 
university procedures is a must. 
For more information about 
the Gamecock Hostesses pro- 
gram, contact the athletic de- 
partment. 
1989-90 Gamecock hostesses 
Honor societies applaud achievement 
By STEPHANIE MATTHEWS 
Orientation Staff Writer 
\midst all the excit1:rnent of 
moving to school, getting regis- 
tered, and trylrlp to nlahe ile* 
friends, sometimes academics 
a re  forced to take a backseat to 
social concerns. There are  sev- 
eral organizations on campus 
dedicated to trying to make sure 
this does not happen. 
Almost every college on cam- 
pus has honor societies set up to 
applaud achievement of its ma- 
jor and minors. Most of these 
have strict requirements about 
grade-point averages and hours 
earned, and many a re  pro- 
fessional organizations that a re  
active beyond the college level 
Aside from these "by major" 
honor societies, there a re  two 
organizations which are  based 
on other criteria 
Phi Eta Sigma is a national 
college scholastic honor society 
aimed a t  freshmen who main- 
tain high GPAs. Its purpose is to 
recognize outstanding freshmen 
who m a i n t a i n  a t  l e a s t  a 
cumulative 3.5  GPS during their 
entire freshman year. 
The society's main function is 
its initiation service. Each in- 
ductee's family is invited to at- 
tend the ceremony. Phi Eta 
Sigma also awards cash scholar- 
ships to outstanding under- 
graduates ($500) and graduates 
en te r ing  g radua te  or  pro- 
fessional school ($2,000). 
Another of these groups is 
Omicron Delta Kappa, a na- 
tional leadership honor society. 
The organization recognizes and 
honors students for scholarship,, 
leadership, service and ex- 
tracurricular activities. 
The JSU circle of 0DK will 
accept applications for member- 
ship in the fall and spring. Appli- 
cants must be juniors with a 3.0 
GPA. 
THE BflPTIST CfiMPUS MINISTRY 
11 Welcomes All New JSU Students To Gamecock Country! 
Evervone Come Join Us At Your Place 
BCM * 
Located Between Martin tlall end Brewer Hall 
In Front Of Tho Gamecock Baseball Field. 
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University 
By ERIC MACKEY 
Staff Writer 
It never changes. "New" stu- 
dents enter JSU anticipating 
Othe good life" only to be bom- 
barded with titles, names and 
worse -- initials. 
JSU offers students many free 
and minimal-charge services. 
Yet it can be quite overwhelm- 
ing and confusing to figure out 
who offers what. After all, who 
can keep up with CII and CDCS 
and OSD and SGA and PQRS .... 
It may seem hopeless, but it is 
not. Here is help. 
One extremely important ser- 
vice is that offered by Williams 
Infirmary to all students. The 
infirmary, which is open from 8 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday 
through Friday, offers basic 
health services to any student 
with a validated ID card. Stu- 
dents need not make an appoint- 
ment, since they will be seen on 
a "first come, first serve" basis. 
Carol Lawler, head nurse at 
the infirmary, puts a lot of em- 
phasis on meeting students' 
needs quickly. Owe try to keep 
them from waiting," she said. 
Owe offer short term care of 
acute (needs). " Specifically, the 
group of qualified personnel of- 
fers emergency first aid, treat- 
ment of common sicknesses and 
referral to outside facilities for 
more severe cases that they 
cannot accomodate. 
To contact as nurse on week- 
ends, it is necessary only to call 
the campus police or tell the hall 
director in the residence halls. A 
doctor can also be seen at cer- 
tain times. Just call the in- 
firmary to find out these times. 
Most services are free. Others 
have a small charge averaging 
between $5 and $10. 
Another part of JSU students 
find helpful is Career Develop- 
ment and Counseling Services. 
CDCS actually is a conglomerate 
of many different aids offered to 
students. CDCS is dedicated to 
helping develop student "poten- 
tial both as an individual and as 
a constructive member of socie- 
ty," according to an official 
statement of CDCS. 
As the name indicates, it of- 
fers career counseling to all 
studnets as well as help on re- 
sumes and interviews. CDCS 
supports a career library full of 
career helps and guides. It is 
also home to many testing pro- 
grams including CLEP and ACT 
tests. 
One of the most important 
services offered to new stydents 
is personal counseling. When 
only a "friend" is needed, one is 
waiting at CDCS from 8 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. in 107 Bibb Graves 
Hall. David Cunningham of 
CDCS reminds students to come 
offers many free and low-cost services 
by the office and meet the coun- 
selors before problems arise. 
"Most people wait.. .till the prob- 
lems are pretty severe," he 
said. 
For counseling of a different 
type, the Center for Individ- 
ualized Instruction offers a vari- 
ety of tutorial services. CII is 
located in the library on the 
ground floor, downstairs from 
the main entrance. CII offers 
help in numerous courses from 
both professionals and student 
assistants. 
"I would say 99 percent of the 
time my student tutors can help 
them," Janes Barnes, tutorial 
services coordinator. She said 
she finds the "interaction of 
peer counseling" is an especially 
good point of the program. 
Ms. Barnes suggests that if 
students feel bad " when they go 
to that very first class and get 
the syllabus," then it is time to 
see CII. 
It is usually best to take care 
not need to be stamped if it is 
deposited in the special on-cam- 
pus box in the mail center. For 
this type mail a return address 
need only include the student 
box number. 
Mail can also be received from 
off campus just like a regular 
post office. An unusual aspect of 
the mail center is that private 
services can deliver there since 
it is not a Federal Post Office. 
Certified mail cannot be sent 
through the mail center, but is 
available at the nearby post of- 
fice. 
Many students will find the 
Computer Services helpful to 
them in their studies, and Scott 
Green, academic computing 
specialist, notes that several dif- 
ferent types of computers are 
available for student use in the 
three labs. These labs are in 
Bibb Graves Hall, Merrill Build- 
ing and Brewer Hall. 
All computers are available to 
students upon the presentation 
of a validated student ID. Four 
full-time employees and 15 to 20 
student workers are available to 
help students. "We try to have a t  
least one student worker ... a t  all 
times," Green said. Some man- 
uals and software are also avail- 
able in the labs. 
Financial Aid is yet another 
area that most students will be 
interested in. Each year over $5 
million is awarded to students 
needing financial assistance to 
attend JSU. Although a majority 
of the programs are based on 
financial need, many a r e  
awarded on the basis of 
academic, athletic, music, or 
other achievements and abili- 
ties. Those interested in finan- 
cial aid should go by the Finan- 
cial Aid Office which is located 
in 117 Bibb Graves. 
The University also offers 
plenty of recreation services. 
The recreation sports depart- 
ment offers many activities, or- 
ganized and personaliazed, a t  
Pete Mathews Coliseum and 
soon in Stephenson Gymnasium. 
Both facilities will offer racket- 
ball, weightrooms, and running 
tracks. A pool is located in the 
coliseum. 
Outside, the University en- 
courages the use of football 
fields, basketball courts, soccer 
fields and a place to hit golf 
balls. The newly renovated Ste- 
phenson will also offer a basket- 
ball court, pool tables, steam 
rooms, television and other 
sports. 
Again, a validated student ID 
is needed to use university facil- 
ities. Mark Jones, director, en- 
courages people to be involved in 
recreation on campus. "Just ask 
the worker" taking up ID'S if 
you need to ask any questions. 
"People want to help you here." 
of most services a student wants 
as early as possible. It is best to 
get an ID, mail box and decal on 
the same day. All of the above 
services will be glad to answer Give Blood to the Red Cross 
any questions students might 
have. 
About 1,200 students a week 
came by last year and received 
some type of help. Students are 
not committed to keep coming 
and often come only a few 
weeks. The program, Barnes 
said, is "one of the best in the 
United States,"and, most im- 
portantly, "it costs nothing." 
CII also offers special tutoring 
progrmas for sensory impaired 
students and welcomes anyone 
interested in the program to 
come by. 
While in the library, students 
might want to look into its many 
valuable sources. William Hub- 
bard, university librarian, en- 
courages students : "Don't be 
intimidated by it." The library 
offers a speical audio tour of the 
facilities which gives a good 
"general overview of how we're 
set up, how we work," Hubbard 
said. 
Gwendolyn Harris, a librar- 
ian, points out that the new 
computerized card catalogue 
will be "very easy to use" in the 
fall. She also points to the inter- 
library loan program as an asset 
for students needing to do in- 
depth reserach on material the 
library does not stock. 
The library also offers current 
and back issues of magazines 
and newspapers, typewriters for 
students at the lobby desk and 
photocopiers for the students. 
Another valuable way the Uni- 
versity seeks to meet the needs 
of students in through the mail 
center. Intra-campus mail does 
THE OFFICIAL JSU 
GAMECOCK WATCH 
-- A GREAT GIFT IDEA-- 
1 
I Available at: 
I 
I Couch 3 Jeweler 
I 
I 1005 Noble Street 
I Anniston, Alabama 36201 
' Also: JSU Campus Bookstore - Theron Montgomery Building L--I---,----,,,-,~--IIIIIIII.IIIII 
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University adopts new core curriculum 
(Editor's note: The following 
information was furnished by 
the Office of the Associate Vice 
President for Academic Af- 
fairs. ) 
JSU offers a core curriculum 
that is designed for a diverse 
student population. This pro- 
gram is based on the assumption 
that students arrive here from 
various backgrounds and with 
different experiences and train- 
ing. 
One purpose of the core is to 
lay the foundation for advanced 
courses in a broad range of 
fields and areas of special- 
ization. It endeavors to provide 
the basis for an educational 
process that does not end at 
graduation but continues on. 
Because of the various back- 
grounds of students, the new 
core offers options from a wide 
spectrum of fields. They include 
courses in the fine arts, the 
humanities and the social and 
natural sciences. 
Through this core, the Univer- 
sity strives to prepare students 
not only for academic success 
and graduation, but also for re- 
warding personal lives, suc- 
cessful careers and leadership in  
society. 
The core is designed to meet 
several goals These include giv- 
ing students the basic skills and 
knowledge necessary for 
academic success, providing a 
good foundation for continuing 
education, making students 
aware of significant cultural val- 
ues, and preparing students for 
the future. To accomplish these 
goals, the core is divided into 
seven major areas which include 
courses that are designed to 
meet specific objectives. 
The core consists of eight 
hours of English composition 
and oral communication, six 
hours of analysis, 15 hours of 
fine arts and humanities, six 
hours of social and behavioral 
sciences, eight hours of natural 
sciences and three hours of 
wellness 
These 46 hours are the basic 
requirements to which you as a 
student will add the require- 
ments for the major, minor or 
electives for a minimum degree 
total of 128 semester hours. 
The University core also in- 
cludes a computer literacy com- 
ponent. This requirement may 
be met by taking a course of- 
fered by the Department of 
Mathematical, Computing and 
Information Sciences (CS201) or 
an approved computer-related 
course in many academic ma- 
jors. 
I. COMMUNICATION 
The objective of this compo- 
nent of the core is to develop 
communication skills, including 
the ability to listen with under- 
standing, to write and to speak 
effectively. 
No matter what major or ca- 
reer path is followed students 
must be able to communicate 
thoughts effectively. In English 
composition, students will come 
to understand the writing proc- 
ess, the types of writing and the 
importance of oral communica- 
tion. 
English composition should be 
completed during the freshman 
year, as these two courses more 
than any others will serve as a 
foundation for writing require- 
ments throughout the college ex- 
perience. Oral communication 
should also be completed as soon 
as possible, as many advanced 
courses in majors and minors 
require oral presentations Com- 
municating effectively through 
writing and speaking are essen- 
tial to success expression and in 
understanding others. 
11. ANALYSIS 
The objective of this require- 
ment is to improve both 
mathematical and logical rea- 
soning skills. 
The mathematics requirement 
is the basic quantitative reason- 
ing component in the core. To- 
day's society demands that we 
have the ability to reason and 
solve problems mathematically. 
The mathematics test will assist 
students in assessing their quan- 
titative skills. Through place- 
ment in appropriate courses, 
mathematical and algebraic 
skills will be developed for suc- 
cessful completion of the 
analysis component of the core. 
111. FINE ARTS AND HU- 
MANITIES 
The objective of these courses 
is to stimulate aesthetic ap- 
preciation through the introduc- 
tion of important works of liter- 
ature, history and art, music or 
drama. 
The world around us is filled 
with diversity. We share our 
planet with individuals from cul- 
tures much different from our 
own. In order to understand this 
world, we must gain insight into 
mankind's experience and ex- 
plore not only the changing rela- 
tionships among the cultures of 
our world but the values that 
each of us hold as important to 
the human experience 
IV. SOCIAL AND BEHAV- 
IORAL SCIENCES 
The objective of this core re- 
quirement is to provide an un- 
derstanding of current issues 
and trends in our social and 
political systems and in the be- 
havioral sciences. 
The future of our democratic 
society depends on a responsible 
and informed citizenry. The in- 
stitutions of our society, govern- 
ment, church, schools and home 
will involve us in issues that will 
require us to analyze problems 
and their solutions. 
V. NATURAL SCIENCES 
The objective of the natural 
sciences requirement is to pro- 
vide an understanding of science 
and technology, including meth- 
ods of inquiry and current is- 
sues. 
Understanding the principles 
of a basic natural science is 
integral to understanding the 
forces that operate our material 
and physical world. Under- 
standing the interrelationship of 
sciences, the scientific method 
and the use of sciences as a 
critical thinking tool will be nec- 
essary to deal effectively with 
issues and to make informed 
decisions. 
VI. WELLNESS 
The objective of this core re- 
quirement is to convey the im- 
portance of physical well-being 
through instruction in theories 
and techniques for preserving a 
healthy style of life. 
Core questions addressed 
WHEN DOES THE CORE TABLE THE 'ORE? 
CURRICULUM GO INTO EF- Yes, i f  the course from which 
FECT3 exam credit is earned fulfills a 
students who begin JSU in core requirement and the score 
August. 1989. must meet the core the exam meets 
requirements in order to be levels. 
awarded a degree. 
WHEN SHOULD I TRY TO 
COMPLETE CORE CLASSES? 
The core is designed to be 
completed by the end of the 
sophomore year. In some cases 
it may take longcr. However, 
courses in English composition, 
mathematics and natural sci- 
ence should be completed as 
soon as possible. 
WILL I BE ABLE TO MEET 
THE CORE SUCCESSFULLY 
The core does not add any new 
entrance requirements. Some 
students, however, may be more 
prepared if they have pursued a 
strong academic background in 
high school. The University of- 
fers English placement and 
mathematics placement in con- 
junction with its program of 
academic advisement to assist 
students in entering the ap- 
propriate level of courses in 
conjunction with their abilities 
and backgrounds. 
IS CREDIT BY EXAMINA- 
TION CLEP AND AP ACCEP- 
CAN CORE CLASSES BE 
TAKEN AT ANOTHER COL- 
LEGE OR UNIVERSITY? 
In general, yes, provided the 
college is accredited and the 
courses taken cover the same 
material as core courses at JSU. 
Students should contact the Of- 
fice of Admissions and Records 
prior to enrolling for credit at 
another college or university. 
IF I TRANSFER FROM AN- 
OTHER INSTITUTION TO JSU 
WILL I STILL BE REQUIRED 
TO COMPLETE THE CORE? 
In general, yes. However, stu- 
dents who were enrolled at an- 
other college or university prior 
to the start of the fall term of 
1989, and who commence their 
enrollment at JSU prior to the 
start of the fall term of 1990 may 
elect to follow an older catalog. 
For specific information see the 
"Catalog Time Limits" section 
in the University Catalog or con- 
tact the Office of Admissions 
and Records. 
I. COMMUNICATION 
English Composition - EH 101 and 
EH 102 




College Algebra - MS 102 and one 
higher lever mathematics course 
TOTAL ANALYSIS REQUIRE- 
MENT 
m. FINE ARTS AND HUMANI- 
TIES 
CT TWO COURSES FROM - 
isIuaBs 
American Literature 201 and/or 202 
English Literature 301 and/or 302 
Honors Literature 319 and/or 320 
World Literature 331 and/or 332 
CE - SIX HOURS 
World History 101 and 102 or 
American History 201 and 202 
CT 0- HOURS 
Art Appreciation 301 
Introduction to Theatre 242 
Music Appreciation 233 or 
Foreign Language 101 or higher 
level in French, German or 
Spanish 











IV. SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL 
SCIENCES 
CT TWO - SIX HOURS 
Introduction to Anthropology - AN 224 
Survey of Principles of Economics - EC 224 
World Regional Geography - GY 120 
Introduction to Criminal Justice - LE 101 
Introduction to Political Science - PSC 100 
Introduction to Psychology - PSY 201 
Introduction to Sociology - SY 221 LbQ!!B 
TOTAL SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL 6 HOURS 
SCIENCE 
V. NATURAL SCIENCES - 
WITH CO-ONDING 
General Biology and Lab - BY 101 and Lab 
103 BY 102 and Lab 104 
Chemistry and Lab - CY 105 and Lab 107 
CY 106 and Lab 108 
Geology - GL 241 and 242 (labs included) 
Physics - PHs 201 and Lab 211 L and 
202 and Lab 212 L lulQEL5 
TOTAL NATURAL SCIENCE REQUIRE- 8 HOURS 
MENT 
VI. WELLNESS 
Introductory Nutrition - FCS 315 
Normal Nutrition - FCS 322 
Personal Health - HLT 213 
Introduction to Foundations of Health 
and Physcial Education - PE 101 
Introduction to Wellness - PE 109 3-tlUts 
TOTAL WELLNESS REQUIREMENT 3 HOURS 
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( Department more than 'stitches and stirs' 
The Department of Family 
and Consumer Sciences provides 
students with the opportunity to 
complete high-quality degree 
programs a t  the undergraduate 
level which focus on families 
and consumers. The areas of 
food, clothing, shelter, in- 
terpersonal relationships, child 
development, resource man- 
agement and design are inte- 
grated into a unified discipline 
which addresses many of the 
problems facing individuals and 
families in an ever-changing 
world. Graduates are prepared 
to work in a wide range of 
family- and consumer-oriented 
careers. 
Students may chose from five 
majors: home economics, home 
economics education, merchan- 
dising, restuarant and food- 
serv ice  management  and 
dietetics. Academic minors are 
also available and serve as ex- 
cellent complements to busi- 
ness, art  and social work pro- 
grams. 
Students in home economics 
also receive a broad background 
in teaching areas and can be 
certified in both vocational and 
non-vocational home economics 
and in grades seven-12. A variety 
of other careers in business and 
extension are also open to home 
economics graduates. 
A curriculum in merchandis- 
ing is designed to offer a back- 
ground of knowledge in 
merchandising related to the 
fashion industry. Students will 
be prepared for retailing 
positons in department and spe- 
cialty stores as well as other 
merchandising centers. These 
positions include working direct- 
ly with customers or behind the 
scenes in positions relating to 
supervision, personnel, buying, 
selling, or management. Stu- 
dents who qualify may partici- 
pate in an off-campus supervisd 
internship in a retail business. 
Students who select the major 
in restuarant and foodservice 
management will receive course 
background in nutrition, food- 
science, quantity food prod- 
uction and business courses. Stu- 
dents also participate in an off- 
campus practicum in food- 
service management. Graduates 
of the program find employment 
in upper-level positions in 
restuarants and other types of 
foodservice. 
Students who are interested in 
nutr i t ion may  se lec t  the  
dietetics major. Courses in the 
major include normal nutrition, 
foodscience, diet therapy, quan- 
tity food production and corn- 
munity nutrition. This program 
has been planned to meet the 
requirements for Plan V of the 
American Dietetics Association 
and is approved by this group. 
Graduates must complete a six- 
nine months internship at anoth- 
er  institution to become eligible 
to take the registration exam 
required of registered dietitians. 
Registered dietitians work in 
hospitals, nursing homes, fitness 
centers and private practice. 
With five diverse majors the 
department offers help to any- 
one who wants to learn how to 
better handle problems of to- 
day's families and consumers. 
Merchandising students Tarnrny Bryant (left) and Michelle Murphree in internship 
History department has three degree programs 
"The past is prologue to the 
future." As long as civilization 
exists, people will study history 
to understand the present and to 
prepare for the future. 
Through a variety of courses, 
ranging from ancient to modern 
and from the Far East to the 
American West, the history de- 
partment offers students an op- 
portunity to look into the past 
and relate it to their own lives 
and to the world around them. 
The history department offers 
three degree programs on the 
undergraduate level : Bachelor 
of Arts, Bachelor of Arts with a 
major in general studies and a 
Bachelor of Science in educa- 
tion. 
The Bachelor of Arts degree is 
a general liberal arts program 
for those who do not wish to 
acquire teacher certification. 
This is an ideal program for 
students pursuing careers in 
law, government service, jour- 
nalism, historical preservation 
and various other fields. 
The Bachelor of Arts with a 
major in general studies pro- 
gram is designed for those who 
seek a broad range of knowledge 
rather than concentrating in one 
or two areas. History is one of 
the subject areas offered in this 
program. 
The Bachelor of Science in 
education program is for those 
interested in teaching history on 
the high school level. 
The history faculty is well 
qualified to provide effective 
and challenging classroom in- 
struction. All members hold 
earned doctorate's and have 
many years of teaching ex- 
perience. The faculty is ac- 
cessible and enjoys a good rela- 
tionship with students. Anyone 
interested in a history program 
is invited to drop by the depart- 
ment in Stone Center for an 
informal chat. 
CBA offers new curriculum 
for upcoming school year 
The College of Commerce and 
Busihess Administration cur- 
riculum has an exciting new look 
for the 1989-90 school year. A 
freshman and sophomore pro- 
gram is designed to give stu- 
dents a general knowledge of 
natural sciences, humanities, 
fine arts and social and behav- 
ioral sciences. The first two 
years of study will also include 
computer literacy and account- 
ing courses. 
By the senior year students in 
business will start to hone down 
this broad field to specialize in 
certain areas. Areas of con- 
cetration include accounting, ec- 
onomics, finance and man- 
agement. For example, there 
are four different areas in which 
a finance major can concentrate 
his studies. 
Likewise, there are a variety 
of fields in which management 
majors can specialize. Depend- 
ing on the chosen major, from 
21-30 semester hours of course 
work will be completed in the 
a r e a  of s t u d y .  As up-  
perclassmen, students will com- 
plete these courses in combina- 
tion with classes in production 
management, management in- 
formation systems, business 
communications and business 
policy and strategy. 
By the senior year stcdents 
will possess a variety of business 
knowledge applicable to the 
complex operations of any busi- 
ness firm. After graduation, 
placement service is available 
through the JSU placement of- 
fice. 
Last spring semester 49 busi- 
nesses and 14 government agen- 
cies interviewed students from 
JSU for business-related jobs. 
The undergraduate program of 
the CCBA will provide any stu- 
dent with the education that is 
needed to lead a successful busi- 
ness career. 
Nursing clinic offers chance 
for new nursing students 
to develop clinical expertise 
The College of Nursing offers 
a real plus for nursing students - 
- the opportunity to develop 
clinical expertise in a nurse- 
managed primary health care 
clinic located within the nursing 
building. 
The Nursing Center Clinic was 
established in 1979 with the dual 
purpose of serving as a clinical 
facility for students and provid- 
ing a viable source of health 
care to the citizens of the com- 
munity. 
Coordinated by a nurse practi- 
tioner, Paula Davis, RN, CRNP, 
the services offered by the clinic 
include health appraisals, physi- 
cal assessments, family plan- 
ning services, immunizations, 
sexually-transmitted disease 
screening and health .education. 
In addition, child screening ex- 
aminations, laboratory tests and 
community education programs 
are provided. Effectiveness of 
the clinic may be seen in the 
6,592 services rendered from 
May 1988 to April 1989. 
One of a few nurse-managed 
clinics in the state, the NCC 
exemplifies a progressive sys- 
tem of nursing practice. Recent 
developments in health care 
such as new cost-effectiveness, 
financing mechanisms, the 
movement away from tradi- 
tional hospital-centered care 
and the emphasis on a healthy 
life-style have dramatically in- 
creased the demand for, and 
utilization of registered nurses. 
Thus, the scope of professional 
nursing is expanding into a vari- 
ety of settings. 
In contrast to nursing within a 
structured environment such as  
a hospital, community nursing is 
relatively unstructured. For the 
students majoring in nursing, 
the NCC provides a setting 
which encourages professional 
growth and independence while 
the student perfects his or her 
nursing skills and knowledge. 
The students majoring in nurs- 
ing enter their first clinical nurs- 
ing courses in the middle of the 
sophomore year, following sue- 
cessful completion of the pre- 
scribed prerequisite courses. 
The NCC is utilized as a clinical 
laboratory in nursing a t  JSU and 
is structured to allow tke senior 
student the opportunity-to spend 
additonal time via a practicum 
in the clinical area of his choice. 
The NCC is often selected as  a 
site for this practicum, due to 
the excellent clinical ex- 
periences and greater responsi- 
bility and flexibility of the nurse 
in this setting. Students are also 
encouraged to use f i e  clinic to 
gain additional expertise outside 
of their assigned classes. 
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LessIS More. 
At only $2 a month, you wouldn't expect a basic checlung account to come with special 
privileges and extras. But Check-for-Less from AmSouth is different 
Check-for-Less was designed for people who don't write a lot of checks. Still, you'll be able 
to write up to 20 checks a month* without incurring additional service charges. And there's 
absolutely no monthly minimum balance requirement. 
What's more, with Check-for-Less you get a William Tellercard for 24-hour access to your 
money at over 24,000 automated teller locations in the U.S. and Canada. And you'll have con- 
venient access to Information on your accounts through Telephone Banlung at no extra charge. 
Check-for-Less from AmSouth. It's more than you'd expect, for less than expect. 
Q 
C h e c k q  Has Pndees;Ibo. 
"There is a 25G charge for each check over 20 per statement cycle. 
C 1989 ArnSouth Bancorporation 
AmSouth Bank, N.A. 
Member FDIC. 
& ' '  * 
Religious organizations 
offer students 'life support' 
By BETH STEVENS elsewhere. There is a special 
Orientation Staff Writer bond between people who are 
With the many organizations involved in these organizations. 
in which to become involved the That bond is the bond of Chris- 
decision of which organization is tian love that cannot be bought 
a difficult one, but also an im- or sold. 
portant one. To help with this Each group has a special 
decision, here is some back- meeting about once a week to 
ground on why some choose to offer spiritual guidance to stu- 
become involved in religious or- dents. Guest speakers a r e  
ganizations. brought in to focus on certain 
Religious organizations are themes. Bible studies are con- 
very active on campus. They ducted for a more in-depth study 
offer a variety of activities to of the Bible. Some groups offer 
students. They are involved in discipleship groups in which a 
intramural sports such as soft- small group meets to learn more 
ball, basketball, volleyball and about the Bible and about each 
football. They take trips during other. 
the school year as a break from Each organization has a direc- 
school. tor in charge of the programs 
Some organizations have their that are provided. The names of 
own buildings that offer a "home these people and their organiza- 
away from home" atmosphere. tions are: Rev. Bob Ford, Bap- 
Some plan mission trips during tist Campus Ministries; Way- 
Christmas and Spring Break. mon Prater, Campus Outreach; 
Others even offer mission work Father Kevin Cook, Catholic 
during the summer in exciting Student Organization; and Rev. 
places such as Florida, Hawaii, Dale Clem, Wesley Foundation. 
Colorado, Israel and the Philip- One does not have to be a 
pines. member of the sponsor de- 
But most of all the religious nomination to be a part of these 
organizations at JSU offer gui- groups. Anyone is welcome to 
dance that is hard to find become a part of each group. 
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Political groups prosper on campus 
By STEPHANIE MATTHEWS started for the coming year," era1 speakers during the regular 
Orientation Staff Writer said Jerry Smith, professor of academic year. Speakers last 
Think there are too many so- pofitical science and club CO- year included all the 3rd Con- 
cia1 programs? Or maybe the Sponsor. ''We will try to make gressional District Republican 
defense budget is out of control? sure the club is active in the candidates, representatives 
Or maybe students don't have fall." from George Bush's presidential 
enough to say about policies Smith said he thought it was campaign, state and national ex- 
concerning them? important to get the organiza- ecutive committee speakers, 
students who are interested in 
tion started. "I think it is ap- Republican Board of Education 
current events, including cam- propriate for our students to candidates, Republican can- 
pus, local, state, national and have some choices about these didates for judgeships and many 
international happenings, should groups," he said. "We want to 
more. 
consider becoming involved in energize our students. It should involved politically at 
one of the political groups active be a good, exciting year." an early age is important in 
on campus. 
Barry Robertson serves as e s t a b l i s h i n g  va lues  and  
club president and Jerry Gil- judgement,,. said College Re- 
One of the political organiza- bert, professor of political sci- publicans president Harlan L. 
ti0ns is a new one just getting off ence and head of the political Mason. 
the ground here. College Demo- science department, serves as 
crats made its debut on campus the other sponsor. Mason knows a lot about being 
during the 1988 presidential Another group looking toward politically active. Besides Col- 
campaign. Barry Robertson, the coming year is the College lege Republicans, he also serves 
chapter founder and president, Republicaris . College Re- as  president of the student GOV- 
told The Chanticleer in October publicans is one of the largest ernment Association. The SGA 
the group was concerned with political organizations in the is, as  the name implies, the 
the presidential campaigns and country. Formerly known as the students' voice in campus poli- 
with the upcoming Alabama gov- Young Republicans, the name tics. 
ernor's race. was changed so that only college The first meeting of the SGA is 
Although the South is tradi- students would be involved. scheduled for 6 p.m. Sept. 5 on 
tionally Democratic, College JSU's chapter was one of the the third floor of Montgomery 
Democrats has been slow in first clubs of its kind to be Building. College Republicans 
getting started. "I think we can chartered in Alabama. kick off the year a t  4 p.m. on 
expect to activate it and get it College Republicans hosts sev- Sept. 11 in 101 Merrill Building. 
Connection at 
SORORITY RUSH 1989 
AUGUST 20 - 25 
Information about Greek life, sororities and 
rush will be available during Orientation '89 at 
the Information Smorgasbord on Greeks to 
be held at 5:00 & 5:30 p.m. in the Houston 
WE LOOK FORWARD TO 
SEEING YOU THERE! 
Sponsored by the member sororities of the 
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL 
Alpha Kappa Alpha, Alpha Xi Delta, Delta 
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Residence hall life can be rewarding experience 
TODD FRESHWATER Teachers are  not pleased when dence halls. Little refrigerators posters to make your room more shared a room with someone, 
News Editor you are  late. can be rented but you might comfortable. Bring things that don't worry. It 's not that hard. 
Living in a residence hall can After sleeping, hopefully you want to buy your own. Little make you feel a t  home. If you do Just try to be a s  courteous a s  
be a rewarding experience. Un- will want to bathe. Bring soap. means small. Not full-sized with forget something, don't panic. you can be and be prepared to 
like an apartment or rental shampoo, washclothes and tow- ice despenser. Also, don't bring There a re  several stores in the make allowances. Life in a resi- 
house, there may be a better els. Little pails a re  good things any cooking devices such as  mi- area that have just about every- dence hall has its ups and downs. 
opportunity to meet people. to carry everything to the show- crowaves. They a re  not allowed. thing you might need. If you have a good attitude, you 
Also, there is a sense of security er  iq Flir).flops ;rro nice itrrrc to Remember to bring the things Be prepared to live with a will find it a rewarding ex- 
in the residence halls that might bring for the community show- that you use every day. Bring roommate. If you never have perience. 
not be found elsewhere. ers.  If you shave bring a razor. 
If YOU a re  planning to live in a Also. bring deodorant, It will Roommates must learn peaceful CO-existence 
residence hall this fall, here is a keep you fresh.  and your friends By LESLIE ADAMS pression you transmit to the relationship and good corn- 
list of a few things you might will appreciate it. Orientation Staff Writer other person can spell either the munication can make this ex- 
need. It is important to bring enough ~h~ trunk -- and most of the success or failure of the rela- perience a lot easier and more 
First, the residence halls tend clothes. Don't hesitate to bring rest of the car -- is filled to tionship. enjoyable for both of you. "It 's 
to collect a little dust over the more than you think you need. It capacity. It is okay to rely on each other, like having another sister;" said 
S ~ ~ ~ e r .  You might want to do a is suprising how many outfits ~ ~ ~ d b ~ ~ ~  have been ex- but don't become insensitive to ~ l f ~ ~ d .  
little cleaning before you move you can go through. It is better changed for the third time, the other's needs. Consider also the following 
in. Bring some furniture polish. to have too many clothes than You.re going to college, "Don't take advantage of each suggestions 
409. rags and a b ~ o o ~ n .  Mops are  not enough. You might also want College, The land of opportuni- other. or take each other for you must be willing to share 
available at  the residence halls. to bring an iron and mini-ironing ty, great parties. hard work. and granted." said Amy your common ground. 
Not only will these items help board. Clothes tend to get a new roomm,te, "Try not to let little argu- 2. Make private and study 
You Prepare Your room for ~ ~ o v -  wrinkled when they a re  brought Yes. roommate, That as-yet- ments bother you." said Susan time top 
ing in, they will also help you to unknown person with whom you 3. Discuss beforehand what is 
keep it fresh all semester. You can get most school sup- will share your life for a t  least a t  the as an  to be considered "common prop- 
After yo' are ready to plies here at  JSL'. You might the next semester. opportunity to meet someone erty," and ask before borrowing 
in' need to make find it easier to bring your own. Believe it or not. learning to new with varying ideas. values. anything that isn't. 
bed' Be sure to bring Bring pens. paper. envelopes, live with a roommate is not that commitments. and Re- 4 ,  Try to keep living conditions 
sheets and You may stamps Since some majors re- h a r d ,  a l though it can  be member, you are sharing a t  an acceptable level for both 
want to bring a mattress quire all work to be typed. bring challenging. than a room. You are  also shar- people. 
'Over' bring something a typewriter if you have one. If There are  a few keys to having ing another's company, includ- 5. Remember, roommates a re  
sleep in. Your clothes won't look you don.t have a typewriter. a successful relationship with a ing his interests and people, too, and they have likes 
if  in them' and there are  typewriters available roommate. TWO very important possibly even secrets. and dislikes that should be re- 
your roommate might not ap- f,, ,,,, ,,,, , w o r d s  to  r e m e m b e r  a r e  It is necessary the spected. 
preciate you running around 
It is nice to have a TV in the .'positive attitude." Having the You 
best friends 6. Keep an open mind a t  all 
nuc'e. 
Do not forget, one very im20r- room. If Yo" have one. bring 1'. 
right attitude can really make a and your time times and don't be afraid to 
e r  However. having a strong discuss problems, tant an alarm clock, Cable is available in the resi- big difference. The first im- 
Welcome New Students 
Parents Have A Gift Basket Delivered 
(205) 435-8933 
BASKETS CLASSY WRAP PUT A GIFT IN * MID TERM MANIA A BALLOON * DOWN HOME THANKSGIVING * GREEK INITIATION 
BIRTHDAYS * CARE PACKAGE * SUPER GRADES BASKET 
On The Square, Jacksonville 
ALL STUDENTS 




Custom Boxer Shorts . 
And T-shirts 
(Specialty Sot or i ty Items) 
Jewelry 
Hand Painted Shirts 
and Dresses 
WELCOME NEW STUDENTS 
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT 
. On The Square 
Inside The Classy Basket 
